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Objectives

The aim of the paper is:

-discussing the relationships between knowledge and project
management

-approaching the issues of organizational control mechanisms and
knowledge within project teams;

-analyzing how organizational control mechanisms adopted within
project teams influence the management of knowledge
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Control mechanisms in project teams

Control Mode

Bureaucratic control Clan Control Self control 

Focus of control Behaviour, 
outcome results, 
actions

Value, 
attitudes, 
beliefs

Own actions in reference 
to perceived 
organisational goals

Basis of control Rules, 
surveillance 

Interactions, 
value and norms

Self monitoring 

Control mechanisms Codes of business 
conduct,
planning systems,
operating directives,
business plans, 
budgets, 
schedules, 
formal meetings, 
goal setting, 
bonuses, 
pay by results

Mission statement,
core values, 
discussion emails, 
training, 
informal events, 
employee selection, 
peer pressure, 
interconnected goals of 
programme's projects,

Decision power, 
setting own goals and 
procedures, 
intrinsic motivation,
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Control mechanisms in project teams

Clegg and Courpasson (2004) identify 3 different typologies of
control:

- reputational;
- calculative;
- professional.

Project team as a tool to get peer-based teamwork controls (Barker,
1999; Sewell, 1998; Black and Edwards, 2000;).
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The empirical setting: Magaldi

The context and the history of the firm

PM: what kind of?

The role of knowledge and innovation in Magaldi
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The project organization in Magaldi 

Matrix form:

the head of sales department (COM),

the head of technical department (TECH),

the head of procurement department (PROC),

the head of quality department (QUAL).

the person responsible of all project managers in Magaldi (CHPM),

the Contract project manager (PM),

The COM transfers to CHPM the details of each contract awarded to
Magaldi group, and activates the information system purposely built
to support the flow of activities.
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Case study

Teamworking among project participants is rather limited:
the role of the project manager consists in basic supervision,
verifying progresses and checking for delays and extra
costing.

Interaction with the project manager is needed in case of
problems in respecting deadlines or budget. In case of
conformity the project advances with the upload of relevant
information in the project information system without
further interaction.
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Discussion

In Magaldi project teams, control mechanisms are essentially formalized

Central role played by procedures to realize the goal of the project.

The real problem consists in making these procedures updated and
consistent with the needs of improving overall efficiency.

Both project leaders and team members are unanimous in reporting that
innovation here is mainly inherent to exploitation-based, rather than
exploration tasks.

In fact, according to one of the project leaders, ‘‘in Magaldi it is much more
important to have a system able to manage innovation more than the
innovative idea’’.
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Discussion

Formal control mechanisms based on a calculative approach
are seen as a way to rule out the process of product delivery
clarifying tasks and responsibilities.

Reputational control is a key features for project managers to
get consensus

Professional control is a potential source of conflict because
the PM culture is not widespread in the organization
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Control and knowledge in Magaldi project teams

Combination of specialized, differentiated but complementary
knowledge

Magaldi project teams are ruled by a routine approach to
incremental innovation that relies on formal control
mechanisms.

Calculative control mechanisms (Clegg & Courpasson, 2004) are
not seen in contradiction with the need of generating
innovation, but do contribute to assign and verify innovative
tasks based on recombination and adaptation of extant
technical solutions
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Conclusions

Generally, in R&D settings the knowledge creation processes tend to
be unpredictable and difficult to design: formal control mechanisms
may lead to put “too much emphasis on more incremental projects
with more predictable outcomes and faster returns even if these
returns are smaller in the long run” (Cardinal, 2001: 25).

Our investigation witnesses that, in highly structured heavyweight
industrial settings, formal control mechanisms may instead play the
role of administering information exchange in order to achieve
projects outcome and the desired level of knowledge integration.



Issues for discussion

What is the role of control in managing knowledge?

Project, knowledge and uncertainty

What kind of knowledge do firms really need?

Does project team work as a system to integrate
knowledge?

Is it all about teamwork?


